Palm Canyon Villas
Homeowners Association
April 2017
Seasonal Owners / Tenants Cometh and Goeth
By now, most of our seasonal people have left the desert. From a few that are continual guests, it was nice to
receive so many kind words on the condition of the grounds and entire complex. The extensive rains over the
past few months have been a blessing for our landscape. The desert scape plantings are looking more mature
and colorful. As was anticipated, many owners did not inform their guests of the new numbering of the issued
parking spaces. We assisted whenever possible but had to stress to most of the guests who were very upset that
“the location did not change, only the numbers – and for safety purposes”. Our memo to owners fully explained
this. It is unfortunate that information was not forwarded on. Additionally, we did hear some comments about
the numbering being unclear so you will notice much larger and easier to read numbering on the carports.

Clothes Dryer Vents
Many owners have had vents installed to allow for venting of their clothes dryers directly outside the common
walls of the units. They were not installed by the builder so have been added after the fact by owners over
many years. In the interest of safety, we ask that owners check any vents that are installed and assure that they
are clean and operating properly. If the vent is blocked for any reason, buildup of lint could lead to problems
for the dryer itself to say nothing about the possibility of being the cause of a fire. We have noted a few vents
without covers. These need to be repaired or replaced as it encourages birds and other animals to enter. They
not only partake of this cozy warm area but can be the cause of additional problems. Any new installations do
require prior board approval as this entails installation through a common area wall.

Architectural Changes Require Prior Approval
PLEASE, please, please read and heed your Rules and Regulations. We maintain them out of necessity.
Unfortunately, this one is a particular item that seems to be a continual subject in our correspondence to owners.
Owners who don’t follow the relatively simple rules that have been established for architectural changes in their
units only cause management to turn into the bad guys, forcing them to approach owners about rules violations
and potential fines.
Two questions come to mind immediately. 1.) Why are you picking on me? and 2.) Why am I getting a fine?
1) No one is picking on anyone. Rules are in place not only because they are necessary for the good of the
association but more importantly for your safety and that of your neighbors. Per the governing
documents it is the board’s responsibility to maintain the complex in a “First Class Condition”. Imagine
the complex without rules and regulations and then imagine what you or your neighbors would do
without them. As you have heard many times, ownership in a common interest development offers
many advantages, but at the same time imposes a few restrictions. These guidelines are not meant as an
inconvenience or invasion of your personal freedom, but rather as a way of maintaining harmony and
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aesthetic continuity within your community. As far as specifically picking on you, a violation may be
noticed by management but the bulk of them are reported to us by your neighbors. So, in other words “Don’t shoot the messenger”. We are only doing our job, and for your safety.
2) Not following rules has consequences. In this case, it is a potential fine. Many times we have informed
owners of the lack of an Architectural Request Form on file that requires approval PRIOR to work
beginning. Some respond saying they are only replacing carpeting or painting or will complete the form
and turn it in. Fine. Everyone is happy. Soon after, neighbors complain of contractor noise late at night
or on the weekend. Still, no form is submitted for review and approved. It seems some owners, more
than you would imagine, only listen when a fine is included. We DO NOT want your money. We DO
NOT want to be the bad guys. All we want is for owners to follow rules about remodeling just like they
expect their neighbors to. Rules are for everyone, not just everyone else.
In the same vein of speaking about violations, it is not in your interest to stretch the truth when you are
questioned about changes you may be making. If we are put in the position of having to contact you, it most
likely is not because of one incident being seen or reported by a neighbor or two. Again, you’d be surprised
how many respond with “I have never done that” or “I am following all the rules” when we BOTH know that is
not the case. Using Alternate Facts only makes it worse.

Climate Change
That title was only to get your attention. For those of you in town last Thursday, we endured tremendous winds
from early in the afternoon to late at night. It was the worse we have seen in decades. We lost three trees and
woke up to a total disastrous mess on the grounds. Our vendors spent the entire day cleaning up, doing a terrific
job in the process and with the threat of another windy day Friday. Luckily, that didn’t occur. Ray followed
through with a maintenance check and cleaning of the roofs the following week. Luckily again we did not have
any further damage but the review did find many loose vents on owner HVAC units. If you have not had your
air conditioning serviced recently, now might be a good time to do it, well before the summer heat arrives.
Recall ONLY LICENSED CONTRACTORS are allowed on our common roof area. This is not being passed
along to you to approve owners running up on the roofs. PLEASE follow the rules set in place for repairs.

Complaining About Neighbors
If you contact management about a problem with a neighbor owner or owner’s tenant or guests, we may ask that
you put your complaint in writing. “Why? you ask. Many times, when we attempt to follow through and get
involved with people within the complex, we hear a totally different story that was originally reported. When
checking back with the initial complaint, facts change which leads us to be put in a very bad light. We are here
to assist you so if a complaint sounds like something we need to get involved with, please understand why you
may be asked to put your complaint in writing - with your name.
Just the usual reminder, Ray is in the onsite office most every weekday till at least noon for any questions you
may have regarding your unit or something having to do with the complex. There is no need to wait for a
board meeting. Any question you have can be taken care of during the week while he is in the office or by
leaving a message at the office telephone (760) 324-4835. He will return your call that morning or during the
following business day.
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Should there be any emergency and he is not available - only something you would need to call 911 for you can call the Personalized Property Management at (760) 325-9500 and someone will assist you.
Respectfully,
On behalf of the Board of Directors
David J. Meyer
President and Treasurer
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